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1 Part 1: Topic Pitch (Revised 3) 

Topic: 

Experimenting how various texture styles and 

environmental architectures can affect gameplay 

experiences 

Video games have become a popular entertaining form in many families’ living rooms or on the road. 

Numbers of factors contribute to this digital entertainment and drive them to be widely popular 

such as, storyline, compelling graphics and thrilling gameplay aesthetic game play experiences. 

However, there are two main factors that are often ignored but equally important: the 

environmental architectures and visual effectiveness of texture mapping. 

 There are always emotions involved when players begin to play in a new game. Based on the 

genre of the games, some games bring thrills and excitements while others give sadness, 
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gory or fear. In my thesis proposal, I will search and categorize which types of games in the 

market that fit into these criteria. 

 As the generation gaming systems are much more powerful to handle more poly-counts and 

larger textures, artists can take advantage of all these resource and be more creative in 

building these assets. Nevertheless, Visual components weight as much as hardware 

specifications. Without good visual appearance in textures representations, these 3D models 

will be just be just dull and flat. 

 How are the environmental architectures and visual effectiveness of texture mapping 

related to each other? How these two factors have emotionally impacted on gameplay 

experiences? How architectural space brings different emotional feels? Why all these 

components affect gameplay experiences?  

 

In support of my thesis proposal, I plan to create a virtual thesis. It will be a playable level mixed 

some puzzle games. The game level will demonstrate various of environment settings, 

architectures styles, building types, blended with photo realistic and stylize hand-painted 

textures. Each main architecture style will demonstrate and address different emotional 

responds. Furthermore, different texture mapping set and color schemes will be assigned to a 

proper stage set. For example, I may use a set of desaturated, photo based textures on to a 
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haunted house. By contrast, I may use new set of photo realistic textures and maps on some 

high rise buildings in distanced cityscape. This is an area of study that most gamers never look 

into it. I hope by the end of the gameplay, players will receive some emotional impacts through 

each stage of the game environments. The game level will be developed under Unreal Engine 

and incorporate with 3D studio Max, additional image editing software such as Adobe 

Photoshop and Illustrator. 

 


